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~-~~‘the amount of hardware required. A laboratory demonstration system was

assembled to provide basic stimulus , measurement , and testing capabilities based
on a microprocessor and using third generation ATE techniques. The system hard-
ware consisted of the microprocessor and its memory and I/O bus , a digitally syn-
thesized software controlled stimulus generator , a software controlled amplitude
sampling uni t , a frequency counter under remote control via an IEEE bus, and
various peripherals. The peripherals included two cassette transports for data
storage , a special function keyboard , a CRT terminal , and a serial printer for
hardcopy of the CRT screen contents. The special hardware designs of the digitally
synthesized stimulus generator and amplitude sampling units permit the mic ro-
processor software to control both the setup and operation of both the stimulus and
measurement functions of the laboratory model. The software written for the system
included a multi—tasking operat ing system, a set~~f computational software which
implemented stimulus and measurement capabilities through the use of third genera-
tion ATE techniques, and a top level demonstration program which made all system
hardware and software resources available to the system user by means of mnemonic
commands entered via the CRT terminal keyboard. The demonstration program addi-
tionally implemented an automated gain test for audio amplifiers using resources sup-
plied by the lower level computational software. The lab system convincingly dem-
onstrated the feasibility of using a microprocessor as the basis for CARTE. The
concepts and techniques developed on this exploratory development program can be
improved and expanded and implemented in a small , field deployable unit.
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SUMMARY

The goal of this project was to establish the feasibility of develop ing
miniaturized , automatic contact and repair test equipment (CARTE) using a
microprocessor as the control and computational element . By changi ng the
firmware via either cassette tapes or plug—in ROM ’s, the CARTE could be
used by contact teams in the field to diagnose and repair a variety of opera-
tional equipment . The use of third generation automatic test equipment (ATE)
techniques was to be emphasized in order to minimize the amount of hardware
required.

A laboratory demonstration system was asse mbled to provide basic
stimulus , measurement , and testing capabilities based on a microprocessor
and using third generation ATE techniques. The system hardware consisted
of the microprocessor and its m emory and I/O bu s , a digi tally synthesized
software controlled stimulus generator , a software controlled amplitude
sampling unit , a f requency counter under remote control via an IEEE bus ,
and various peripherals. The peripherals included two cassette transports
for data storage , a special func tion keyboard , a CRT terminal , and a seriqi
printer for hardcopy of the CRT screen contents. The special hardware
designs of the digitally synthesized stimulus generator and amplitude sampling
units permit the microprocessor software to control both the setup and opera-
tion of both the stimulus and measurement functions of the laboratory model.
The software written for the system included a multitasking operating system ,
a set of computational software which implemented stimulus and measurement
capabilities through the use of third generation ATE techniques , and a top
level demonstration program which made all system hardware and software
resources available to the system user by means of mnemonic command s
entered via the CRT terminal keyboard. The demonstration program addi-
tionally implemented an automated gain test for audio amplifiers using
resources supplied by the lower level computational software.

The lab system convincingly demonstrated the feasibility of using a
microprocessor as the basis for CARTE. The concepts and techniques devel-
oped on this exploratory development program can be improved and expanded
and implemented in a small , f ield deployable unit.

It is recommended that a brassboard model be developed utilizing the
concept of a basic hardware main frame into which modules required for a
given maintenance task can be lnserted. The hardware and software should
be developed in a form which closely resembles the ultimate production unit.
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INTRODUCT Io N

The basic objective of this project was to demonstrate the feasibility
of using a microprocessor to implement a physicall y small  third generation
ATE system .

“Third Generation ” ATE

In order to understand what is meant by ‘third generation ” ATE , we
will first define “second generation ” ATE and then examine the evolution to
third generation systems. In second generation ATE the computer acts more
or less as a taskm aster and bookkeeper and does not get involved in the actual
stimulus and measurement processes necessary for generalized testing .
Instead , the computer sends out commands to various specialized stimulus and
measurement hardware subsystems, each of which then performs one or more
related functions in total upon receiv ing the computer command. In this type of
system , there is a different stimulus subsystem , or “blac k box , ” for each type
or classification of signal that may hav e to be generated by the system . In turn ,
there is generally a separate measurement box for each class of signal measure-
ment the system is required to make. Each of these subsystems is self -
sufficient to the extent that it contains all the hardware necessary to make the
complete measurements that are requested by the computer . The organization
of such a system may be thought of as a star network with the computer at the
center connected by lines to each of the stimulus and measurement boxes
surrounding it. Figure 1 illustrates this hardware architecture. This second
generation approach is also sometimes referred to as the “rack-and-stack”
approac h because of the large quantities of rack-mounted hardware often re-
quired to implement a system of this type.

The shift from second generation to third generation ATE has come
about by transferring a large amount of the computational workload that was
once performed in the specialized hardware subystems back into the computer .
This then allows the multi tude of special purpose stimulus and measurement
subsystems to be replaced , ideally , with a single stimulus subsystem and a
single measurement subsystem , both of which are under detailed computer
control . Figur e 2 illustrates the simplified har dware architecture resulting
from this approach. In a system of this type , the computer sends to the
stimulus subsystem in a generalized format a detailed description of the wave-
form to be generated. Conversely, the measurement subsystem takes many
samples of the signal being analyzed and inputs them to the computer , where
the raw data is messaged to produce final  measurements . These are , in brief ,
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the concepts behind the third generation approach to ATE systems. The
maj or benefits realized include reduction of system cost on a recurring pro-
duction basis and a reduction in system size , weight , and complexity with
attendant increases in reliability and portability .

Operational Need/Usag e

The Army today finds itself with an extremely large maintenance work-
load resulting f rom the need to support its complex weapons systems , corn-
munications systems , and other equipments. Ii, order to shoulder this load ,
it currently maintains an inventory of a multitude of different types of elect-
ronic test equipment , some of which are outdated to the point of still using
vacuum tube technology . As t~e Army continues to upgrade this test equip-
men t coniplement , it would be desirable to also streamline its maintenance
operations by upgrading in a manner that results in fewer types of test equip-
ment. A th ird generation ATE approach is clearly responsive to this aspect
of systems maintenance since , by its very nature , it makes a small amount
of har dware applicable to a large n-umber of maintenance applications. This is
borne out In fact by the Army ’s successful and growing use of a recently
developed third generat ion ATE system. This system , known as EQUATE ,
AN/USM-4 10( )(V) , is based on a minicomputer and disk subsystem and is
hr”ised in its own air conditioned van for operational use in the field.

In order to satisfy the further requirement for supporting equipment at
or near a battle front , a different class of test equipment , somet imes rcfe rr ed
to as contact and repair test equipment (CARTE), is required. It is different
f rom a system such as EQUATE In that it must be able to be taken to the field
by a “contact team ” to repair equipment th at cannot be conveniently rep laced
or sent to the rear for repair. Such a system would , of necessity , be a
smaller scale system with more limited capabilities than those systems
operating In protected environments with extensive peripherals th at are not
required to be h ighly mobile. Ideally, such a piece of test equipment should be
able to be carried by one or two men. Thus , it could be loaded onto the back of
a j eep, driven to where it is needed and be unloaded and carried by a service-
man to the failed equipment such as, for instance , a tank with a communications
subsystem which is suspected of operating improperly. A module containing
the test program for the communications equipment in the tank would be plugged
in to the CAR TE , effectively configuring it as a test system targeted directly at
the specific equipment in question. With these CARTE resources at his dis-
po~al , the maintenance technician would first determine if the subsystem is
actually m alfunctioning or not. If so , he would continue using the CARTE in an
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interactive mode to quickly isolate the faul t  location so that the failed Line
Rep laceable Unit (LRU) ,  also identified as Lowest Rep laceable Unit , could be
replaced to effect immediate  repair. The faul t y LRU could then be removed
to a battalion-level maintenanc e area where the CARTE would be used to
troubleshoot it  to a pluggable part level , i . e . ,  to the failed module , printed
circui t  board , e tc . ,  in order to restore a full LRU spares le~ el. At that
point , the maintenance technician might or might not attempt to repair the
faulty pluggable part. His decision to do so .~-ouId depend pr imar i ly  on the
complexity ~f the part. Those pluggable parts not repairable at this level but
worth being repaired would be sent back to the rear to be repaired either by
traditional manual techniques or by the use of a large-scale ATE system , such
as EQUATE.

State of the Art

Unt i l  just a few years ago , it would have been either highly impractical
or impossible to produce a piece of test equipment of the nature just described.
The development of third generation ATE techniques have gone a long way
toward making this goal possible: witness the shrinkage of many-rac k ATE
s;stems to the point where an equivalent system can be shoehorned into a
small van and put in the field. However , the factor that finally makes
practical the building of versatile , highly portable ATE systems for contact-
type applications is the rapid advance of electronics technology on many fronts
simultaneously.

The impact of this advance is felt most heav ily in the area of semi-
conductor devices , primarily microprocessors and memories . Today ther e
exists a spectrum of la rge scale integration (LSI) microprocessors on a
sing le chip that range from 4—bit machines all the way to 16—bit machines with
architectures and instruction sets comparable to those of minicomputers. At
this point in time the main area that suffers from the use of microprocessors
is processing speed; however , in many computer applications speed is not a
constraining factor. The area that gains from the use of microprocessors is
the  reduction in size , weigh t , h ardware complexity , and power consumption.
The development of very large capacity semiconductor memory chips , both
read/write memories (RAM) and read—only memories (RUM) ,  is the fulf i l lment
of the dual reçuirements for processing power and data storage that results in
the exceptional amount of capability in a small package needed for a CARTE
device of the type being considered here . That is to say , the ability to store
sufficient am ounts of software in physically smal l ROM chips (often called
firmware ) adeq uate to perform the more limited tasks of a CARTE device

10
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total1~ frees that device from hav i ng to carry with it the usual encumbering
computer per ipherals used to store and load volum inous am ounts of program s
and data. The same reductions in size , v~’eight , and power gained from using
microprocessors app ly equally well but on a larger scal e to semiconductor
memories.  In addition , their performance is actually greater than that of the
core memory technology they replace.

Advances in many other areas also contribute to the growing attractive-
ness of the CARTE approac h for field maintenance rcquiremen~c . For instance ,
flat panel alphanumeric displays now exist which enhance the desirable inter-
active man/machine interfac e cap abilities of a system while consuming relative-
ly small amounts of space. The emergence of small , lightweight , and highly
efficient switch ing-regulated power supplies is today a large impetus toward
the miniaturization of portable equipment of all types. New packaging and
cabling techniques , such as micro—m m hybridization techniques and fl at
ribbon cable , also lend themselves to making high—density systems boti
reliable and economical. Doubtless further developments in these directions
and others will be forthcoming in the future.

Project Objectives and Approach

The efforts of this project hav e been focused on the primary goal of
determining the feasibility of exploiting the microprocessor as the control and
computational element in a CARTE type third generation ATE system. Since
funding for this work was limited , it was felt that maximum new inform ation
would be gained by investing a majority of available resources in software
development at the expense of reinventing the hardware wheel. That is , the
hardware capability for a system of this type already exists in onu form or
another and , while it may need modification , does not represent the order of
magnitude of lac k of knowledge and experience that microprocessor usage does.
In the final analysis , the question of microprocessor feasibility is this: Are
there any insurmountable problems in the designing, writing , debugging, or
execution of the microprocessor software required to implement the desired
end system ? Thus , the hardware for this project was cast in the form of a
fairly minimal laboratory development model limited to analog stimulus and
measurement capabilities in order to provide sufficiert remaining proj ect
resources to pursue this critical microprocessor feasibii ity/softw are develop-
ment question to an in formed conclusion.

There was determined to be a basic set of features and capabilities
th at should be included in the lab model in order to credibly demonstrate the

11 
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feasibil i ty of producing a physicall~’ small  third generation ATE system based
on a microprocessor. There should be the ability to digitall y synthesize , for
stimulus purposes , simple and comp lex waveforms with variable parameters ,
such as amplitude , offset , and frequency up to 3 MHz.

During the course of the contract it was agreed that the waveform
generation would be limited to several predetermined waveshapes. ~ ee
Table 1 on page 34 .) Also measurement hardware should be provided to
digitize analog samples to 12 bits at a 500 kHz rate~ A frequency counter
function should be included and should be driven from the IEEE STD—488 digital
data bus.

The counter should be present for purposes of providing frequency
measurements and for automatically determining the proper sampling rate
for any signal having measurements made on it. Automatic signal switching
hardware for both stimulus and measurement was considered but rejected as
being too costly for the scope of this project . A set of basic measurements
should be provided for general purpose use , i’~cluding such items as average
dc value , average ac value , peak—to—peak ampiitude , and so forth . There
should also be a specific test sequence provided to illustrate the general
nature of how testing might be accomplished with this type of system. All of
the system ’s capabilities should be made available to the system user in a
convenient , interactive mode using a mnemonic command structure for input
and well formatted , decimal displays for output.

Finally, it was decided that this system should be provided with a small
scale operating system which , although being general purpose in what it does ,
is limited in its scope to the needs of this type system. This decision was
made in recognition of the fact that an operating system will become invaluable
as the system grows and has increas ingly complex demands placed upon it. In
fac t , the exclusion of an operating system of some sort would probably have
diluted significantly the value of any positive conclusions regarding the
feasibility of microprocessor utilization resulting from this project.

12
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SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

Laboratory Model Approach

In order to keep hardware costs to a minimum cn this project , the
system was built as a laboratory model and efforts w’~re made to cut costs
wherever doing so would not interfere radically w~~h the system ’s technical
quality. The most important cost reduction feature of the lab model approach
to system construction is the deletion of packaging of the various system com-
ponents into a unified structure as would be done for a brassboard model or a
prototype. Instead , the different pieces of hardware were arranged on lab
workbenches and tables. Other cost cutting items included building cables only
to minimum functional requirements and using Melpar-owned lab power sup-
plies instead of buying power supplies for the equipment . The only exception
to this was purchased power supplies for the electrically isolated portion of the
signal measurement hardware. Instead of designing and building memory cards
and a microprocessor card , their function was performed by the purchased
microprocessor development system, which contains both the microprocessor
and 12,288 sixteen-bit words of semiconductor RAM memory. Meipar provided
an ASR—33 Teletype terminal with paper tape reader and punch for ut ) com—
municate with the assembler program furnished with the development system.

Rather than incur the expense of designing a custom printed circuit
board for each group of analog circuitry, standard PC boards were built with
a ground plane on one side , bare fiberglass on the other side , and a pattern to
mate with card-edge connectors at the bottom end. A simple tool was made
which allowed isolated pads to be manually fabricated on the ground plane side
for attachment of component leads. Components were then wired in a point-to-

• point fashion. All peripherals in the system were bought as off—the—shelf units,
with no attempt being made to select units on the basis of size , weight , or
ruggedness for inclusion in a prototype or production system. And finally, no
finished drawings or wire lists were produced. All work was done from engi-
neering sketches.

The block diagram in figure 3 shows the various peripherals and
custom designed hardware circuits and interfaces described in this section.
It also illustrates their connection to the PACE microprocessor via the micro—
processor bus and interrupt lines.

Figure 4 is a pi~~tograph of the total TMDE lab model , including several
non—deliverable power supplies and teletypewriter. On the top shelf starting on

13 
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the left are three Melpa r lab power supplies , two card cages bolted together
containing most of the TMDE model circu its , two more Mel par power supplies ,
and two digital cassette tape transport s made by Ross Controls Corporation .
Ross has since been bought and integrated into the Memod yne Corporation.
On the lower level at the left is the Systron Donner Model 6150 Counter/Timer
topped by the TMDE model interface to the IEEE bus (IEEE Standard 488—1975).
Next is the PACE microprocessor development system , built by National Semi-
conductor Corporation. To the right of it is the TMDE model special function
keyboard. Behind it is a Mel par lab power supply. At the right end is the Lear
Siegler ADM-l CRT display terminal . To the right of the workbench is the
Melpar Teletype. Next to it is the ISM—80 serial printer from International
Systems Marketing . On the small table in front of the workbench is a Mel par
audio amplifier board in a test fixture. It was used as a unit under test (UUT)
for demonstrating the system. Figure 5 is a photograph of ~he hardware , with-
out cables , that was actually delivered on this project .

As was noted earlier , the PACE microprocessor development system
(MDS) was used to substitute for a processor board and memory boards in the

— lab model. Figure 6 is a photograph of the PACE MDS , showing its operator ’s
panel. This unit has a cable coming out with a paddle board on tne end which
makes available all of the PACE bus signals. In the lab model , this paddle
board is plugged into a slot in the lower card cage of the double card cage
assembly shown in figure 7. This card cage has had its card connectors wired
pin—for—pin, thus giving each card slot access to the PACE bus whenever the
paddle board is inserted in a slot . Because the backplane has been wired as
a bus for both signals and power , the wirewrapped interface cards that fill this
card cage are i~ot restricted to any one slot . Each of these interface cards
was designed as part of this project .

The top card cage in figure 7 contains the actual stimulus and measure-
ment hardware built during this project . The three cards on the lef t  constitute
the waveform generator hardware , including its frequency synthesizer. The
foui cards on the right make up what is referred to in this report as the
amplitude sampler . The rightmost card of this group contains a floating power
supply which enables the analog sampling circuits to be electrically isolated
from the rest of the system , most of which is digital in nature . The card slot s
in the top card cage have by necessity been wired in a dedicated fashion , requir—
ing each card to be plugged into a particular slot.

Figure 8 shows typ ical examples of each of the three types of cards
built for the lab model. The card on the left is one of the analog cards from
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the system. The middle card is one of the two more complicated , and therefore
longer , wirLwrapped digital interface cards in the system. The two larger in-
terface cards in the system are used to interface the stimulus and sampling sub-
systems with the microprocessor. All the rema ining interfaces were bu ilt on
smaller wirewrap cards si,nllar to the one on the right. The two sockets
attached to the top of each interface car d serve as I/O cable connectors. Each
card has 72 contacts at the bottom. For interface cards , these pins are heav i ly
used by a combination of microprocessor bus lines , additional lines from the
CPU support boar d , and ground lines used for noise suppression.

It should be noted that the circuit construction techniques used on this
project had both advantages and disadvantag~ s. The advantages included ease
and economy of construction and generous flexibi l i ty for making the frequent
design changes required in an early stage of development. There were two main
disadvantages. The first , and least immediate , was that the extensive use of
wirewrapping caused the volume occup ied by the circuit ry to be much larger
than it would have been using other techniques. This is not a problem for a
lab model , of course , but it is one that will  have to be addressed in the photo—
typ ing stage , if not earlier . The use of printed circuit , stitch welding , or
other techniques can be used in the future to cut down volume requirements
significantl y. The second , and more immediate , disadvantage was the poor
hi ’~.h frequency signal routing and noise suppression characteristics obtained.
The performance obtainable from this packaging arrangement could certainly
be improved upon with additional effo rt . Performance adequat e for instrumen-
tation app lications will probabl y have to wait the arrival of brassboard or pro-
totvpe construction techniques .

System Design

Figure 9 is a functional diagram of the TMDE lab model . It has been
divided into three levels: one of hardware , one of software , and another of
hardware . Several items of hardware , the microprocessor , its memory, and
its bus , have not been explicit y shown in this diagram but are assumed to be the
medium of execution for the software blocks illustrated. The small rectang les
labled INTERFACE represent the interface cards that plug into the lower card
cage of the assembl y shown in figure 7 which contains the microprocessor bus.
This diagram is not useful for determining the location of I/O cables . For
instance , the arro~v s connecting the interface blocks to the area labeled
SOFTWAR E are actuall y indicative of the fact that these cards plug directl y
into the microprocessor bus. On the other hand , even though the interface
blocks in the diagram directl y adjoin the device block which they interface to
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the microprocessor , the~- are phy sical l y connected in the lab model by I/O
cables to their  respective devices.  The Teletvpc is not shown with an inter-
face block because the PACE MDS comes equipped with its I I W f l  T e letvpc  in t e r —
lace.

The top lev e l  of the functional  diagram c ontains the perip herals  which
allow the sy stem to communicate with the operator . The bottom level contains
the hardware  which imp lements ph ysical testing activities. The middle level
contains the funct ional  blocks of software whose functioning constitutes the
bu lk ~ It  the work performed by the total system and which gives the system most
of i ts  capabilit ies and characteristics as perceived by the human operator.

Rardware — Fi gure 2 is a block diagram of the TMDE lab model hard-
ware . Functionally the hardware interfaces with the software as shown in
f igure 9. This section describes the function of the various hardware compo-
nents and how they work together with each other and with the software. The
hardware has been classified in three groups : the microprocessor , the hard-
ware peripherals , and the stimulus and measurement hardware .

Microprocessor—I he microprocessor in the lab model is required to
support many types of functions—it must control and respond to various
st imulus  and measurement modules during test sequences , control any addi-
tional random logic required for system support , perform computational and
data manipulation tasks , and interface with a human operator through periph-
ra ls. In order to keep the memory and software programming requirement s
for  these areas to an acceptable minimum , emphasis during the selection
process was placed on the power of the microprocessor ’s instruction set and
the ef f ic iency  of its architecture in implementing the details of this system .

The National Semiconductor PACE microprocessor was selected as
the device best fulf i l l ing the above general criteria. PACE is a 16—bit micro—
processor in a 40—pin ceramic package. It has four accumulators , a ten—
word on—chip pushdown stack , six levels of vectored interrupt , DMA capability ,
an e f fe ct ive  set of 45 instructions , and it addresses up to 64 K (K 1, 024)
16-hi t words. The high— 1’ield PMOS technology used in fabricating this 16-bit
microprocessor allows it to sell for less than competing s—bit machines using —

NMOS technology.

h ardware Peripherals—Referring to the top level of figure 9; shown
the re are the two digita l cassette tape recorders that were interfaced to the
microp rocessor . These reco rders are general purpose~ that is , the~’ are
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insensi t ive  to data content . Thus , these recorders clei ld  be used to record the
results of various equipment t e s t s  and diagno stics for later p la vbaek and disp lay .
In some app lications of CARTE sy stems , a cassette could be used t I  store a
related set of test programs . The operator could put this cassette into the
transport and command the system to load the required programs into RAM
memory one at a t ime for  use as the~ are needed. In general , the cassette
transports  can be used to fu l f i l l  any system mass storage requirements for
which fas t access time is not a requirement . Cassettes were chosen as a
possible mass storage medium because they are small and can be built to
withstand shock and vibration .

The CRT terminal  is used in this system as a substitute for what
wi l l  probably be a smaller  capacit y,  smaller volume flat panel disp lay which
wil l  be used in a prototype model to provide an interactive mode of opera—
tion. Although a prototype or production model will have the small , buil t—
in disp lay for contact—type use , the interface for the CRT terminal can be —

retained so that the terminal can be plugged in when convenient to provide
expanded output and , using its alphanumeric keyboard , enhanced input c ipa—
hilities . The serial printer interfaced to the terminal provides hard copy
capability under terminal keyboard control .

The ASR-33 Teletype was supplied by Me 1par for the duration of the
project . The PACE MDS has a built-in TTY interface and TTY I/O driver
f i rmware in ROM’ s supplied with the unit. This made a TTY a good choice as
an interactive I/O peripheral in the early stages of the project . The software
development program8 for the PACE MDS , such as the assembler and text
editor , also use the TTY as a key board input device , a hard copy output device ,
and a mass storage device through the use of its paper tape punch and reader .
A re lay circ u it had to be added to the TTY to enable the PACE MDS to start
and stop the paper tape reader .

The sper~ial function keyboard is a device with two groups of 16 keys
each , one group for initiating commands to the system with a sing le keyst roke
and one for entering numerical data into the system . A keyboard structure
similar to this or some variation of it would probabl y be used in place of a
ful l  al phanu meric keyboard on a production model to both save panel space and
to simp lif y opera tion . Both the data entry section and the command section of
the keyboa rd were interfaced to the microprocessor bus , hut no driver soft —
ware was written for the data entry section since the TTY and the CRT termi—
nal al ready provided a convenient means of implementing the same function.
The command section interrupts the microprocessor at its highest user
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interrupt priority. This gives the operator control over the system at all
tim es , regardless of what function the system is engaged in. The com mand
keys were used in the lab model to initialize the operating system , to select
the I/O device currently in use , to control the modes of operation of the CRT
disp lay, and to start the execution of the demonstration program . In a pro-
duction model these keys would be more directl y involved in controlling the
testing process.

Stimulus and Measurement Hardware—Since software rep laces large
amounts of hardware in the third generation approach , the stimulus and
measurement subsystems should each be thought of as ar inseparable combina-
tio n of both hardware and software . That is , both subsystems are general
purpose and programmable t o the extent that their functions are determined
almost wholl y by the software that drives them. The following is a brief
description of the techniques that implement this integrated hardware/software
approach which reduces the quantity of hardware at the same time that it
provides generalized capability .

The stimulus subsystem accepts from the computer a series of digital
values which represent successive samples of the waveform to be generated.
These samples are stored in the subsystem ’s own internal memory. Wavefo rm
parameters are also sent to the stimulus subsystem to determine such quan-
tities as waveform frequency, amplitude , offset , and so forth . Once all data
have been received , the stimulus subsystem adjusts its hardware to provide the
required waveform parameters. It then sequentially outputs the digital values
from its memory to a digital—to—analog converter , causing an analog approxi-
mation of the waveform to be constructed . The complete sequence of values
is output repetitively at the rate necessary to cause the waveform frequency
to be equal to the frequency requested by the computer. Through the use of
this waveform synthesis technique, the computer can cause to be generated
any periodic waveform that falls within the limit s of the stimulus subsystem
hardware .

The measurement subsystem hardware does basically one thing : It
takes many analog samples of the signal being measured , converts the samples
to digital numbers , and inputs these digital samples to the computer . No
computation or effort at arriving at an actual measurement is made by the
subsystem hardware. Once the computer has obtained the mass of raw data
provided by the subsystem hardware , however , it can then apply its full
computational power to this data through the use of numerical analysis tech-
niques. Using this sample measurement approach , the computer can be
prog rammed to make practicall y any desired measurement s, subject to the
limitations of the measurement subsystem hardware .
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Software—Each block in the middle section of figure 9 represents a
group of software which performs some well defined function. The blocks
themselves fall  into three different basic types of functions , that is Operating
System , Demonstration Program , and Computational Software.

Ope rating System—The first type of function is performed by the operat-
ing system . Its main task is to provide a pool of software resources required
in common by the programs that actuall y get the work done : that is , by the
app lication software . (In this case the application software is all software
except the operating system software.) The fact that these resources are
available at all  times make s it much easier for application software to function.
In effect , the presence of an operating system creates a more sophisticated
and powerful machine than that supplied by the bare hardware . As an example ,
there are no machine inst ructions which perform complete I/o functions with
any of the hardware peripherals in the lab model . If all application programs
were executed on the bare machine without benefit of an operating system , then
each program that needed to communicate with the CRT terminal would have to
have its own subroutine to perform I/O with the terminal . In fact , peripheral
drivers have been written a ~ part of the operating system which can be invoked
by an application program almost as simply as executing a machine instruction.
Further , the driver for the CRT terminal has been written to look like the
driver for the TTY so that they are invoked in exact ly the same manner . But
instead of going directl y to the TTY driver or the CRT driver program , an
app lication program actuall y invokes an intermediate level program called an
I/o “switch . ” The I/O switch program then passes the invocation on to either
the TTY driver or to the CRT driver , depending on which one it was switched
to at the time it was invoked by the application program. In this manner ,
app lication programs only have to make calls to one type of I/O device in order
to communicate with the system operator , regardless of what device is actually
being used, in the lab model , the operator can set the I/O switch to either
device by pushing keys on the command section of the special function keyboard .
This causes the special function keyboard driver program to determine which
key was depressed and , if it was a key for I/O device selection , to set the I/O
switch to the proper device.

The operating system software which handles the digital cassette tape
transport s is somewhat more involved than the other peri pheral dr iver  pro-
grams.  First , a tape transport is a complicated device which requires much
more detailed control than the other I/o peripherals .  And second , it is a mass
storage device on which many individual groups of information , known as files ,
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are written and selected in a random fashion for reading back to the micro-
processor . Thus , the software for performing these functions is divided into
two distinct parts . One , called the cassette driver , handles the details of
actually controlling the transport , its speed , direction , whether it is reading
or writing data , error checking, and so forth . The other part , called the file
handler , is concerned with higher level functions . It does such things as break—
ing up data in a file int o blocks of manageable size , adding header data to these

-: blocks so that the data can be recognized on playback , recording data in the
proper area on tape , and assigning unique file numbers for later file ident ifica-
tion and recall pu rposes. On playback the file handler must search the tape
for the requested file numbe r , read it back , strip off header data from the data
blocks , and present the retrieved data to the application program undisturbed
in content or format . Both the cassette driver and file handler were written
and tested. There was not enough memory space in the 4K (1K = 1, 024 words)
of memory allocated to the operating system to hold the file handler program.
The program written to demonstrate the lab model’s capabilities was not pro-
vided with an interface to the file handler .

Above and beyond making specific I/O capabilities available , the operat-
ing system also provides a multitasking env ironment for app lication software .
Conceptually, this means that the software can be divided into parts , each with
a particular task to perform , which can function as independent ent ities and
can execute concurrently with each other . Since there is only one computer in
the system, the term “concurrently” cannot mean simultaneously. It means
that the parts of software, called “jobs ” here , can take turns executing seg-
ments of their task on the one processor. Why should they break their tasks
into segments ? Why don ’t they complete their task in one continuou s t ime
frame ? Well, they often do. But sometimes they execute to a certain point
and then find they lack something which is required to complete their task.
Perhaps they need to output data to a device which cannot present ly accept
any more data. Or maybe one job needs to receive intermediate results from
another ongoing job. (Of course , the two jobs could have been written as one
job so no discrete transfe r of results is necessary , but this is often very un-
desirable from several standpoint s, such as modularity, etc.). It is also
possible that the job from which intermediate results are required is current ly
in use by yet another job , even though it is not present ly executing. So when
a job comes to a point in Its task where it must wait on something, the multi-
tasking environment provides the ability to stop execution of the present job
and start another job which is ready to run . When the item wh ich the job needs
to continue its tack becomes available , the job will then be allowed to run again.
By multi plexing the processor among the jobs in this manner , multiple tasks
can be in process concurrently. Th us, the microprocessor and other system
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resources are utilized more efficiently by keeping them busy a larger percent-
age of the time than would otherwise be possible without a multitasking environ-
ment ,

The part of the operating system which provides the multitasking envi-
ronment is identified as the nucleus in figure 9. A connection is shown from
the operating system nucleus to all other software because all application
programs have been written as jobs which are designed specific~tl1y to run
under the operating system nucleus. Several features were incorporated into
the nucleus in order to furthe r exploit the benefits of a multitasking environ-
ment . For instance , when one job stops executing because it must wait for

I 
: some resource or because it has completed its task , the nucleus must then

select a job to run next from among those jobs which are ready to run . This
process , called job scheduling , is performed in a manner which allows jobs
to be selected according to pre—assigned job priorities . This aids in reglilat—
ing the competition for processor time and other system resources so that the
more u rgent tasks effectively receive higher throughput rates and quicker
response times from the system than those tasks of lesser importance . Also ,
the software structure which responds to hardware interrupts has been designed
to be compat ible with and an integral part of the nucleus. When an interrupt
occurs , the nucleus input s a status word from the interrupting device and then
make s the appropriate device service job ready to run . The service job com-
petes for processor time on a priority basis along with all the other job s in
the system which are ready to run . When the device service job starts execu—
tion, it receives the device status word from the nucleus and then proceeds to
service the device . It is possible that for some devices the status word can
contain the actual input data word and thus no additional transactions between
the device and its service job will be required. There may be devices used
with this operating system in the future which require an interrupt service
response time which is quicker than can be obtained by working through the
operating system. If this were the case, the o~erat ing system could be by—
passed and it would then be possible to start execution of a device service
routine a maximum of 20 microseconds after the interrupt occurs. The
possible side effects such a technique would have on the integrity of the nucleus
have not been studied as yet , however . One final and very important feature
which has been incorporated into the nucleus is the fact that jobs have been
given the ability to communicate with each other through convenient , standard —

-: ized means. This is what makes possible the division of a software system into
manageable modules which cooperate with each other in the performance of the
system ’s funct ions .
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In summary , this project has resulted in a microprocessor ope rating
system being written that should fulfill both the needs of the present and those
of the foreseeable future. It provides a standard structure into which new soft-
ware modules can easily be integrated to insure future expandability , and it
provides a flexible , efficient environment for the operation of these modules.
The operating system is described in more detail in the software documentation.

Demonstration Program—The second type of basic function performed by
the software is that of interfacing all of the capability generated by the third
generation type computational software to the system user in a convenient,
easily used manner. This function Is provided in the lab model software by the
demonstration program and its I/O processor as shown in figure 9. It was
thought to be important to keep the computational software separate from the
operator interface. This was achieved by the simple measure of configuring
the demonstration program as a self—contained job and interfacing it to the
unified set of jobs that make up the computational software. Having done this ,
it is now possible to write different types of user interface software as desired
and allow each to use the standard stimuluB and measurement capabilities pro-
vided by m e  computational software and its associated hardware. For instance,
it was originally proposed that the user interface to the system would take the
form of an interpretive test language. The present form of the demonstration
program was actually implemented , but if the interpreter were to be substi-
tuted for the demonstration program now , the only software that would be lost
would be the demonstration program itself.

The demonstration program presents an interactive format to the system
• operator. This format consists of a dialogue between the operator and the

system which begins with the operator entering two-letter mnemonic commands
through the termina l keyboard and the demonstration program displaying , if
necessary, a succession of one or more requests for additional information or
parameters. After the operator enters the requested information in decimal
numeric form, the demonstration program then executes the command. This
may or may not then cause results to be displayed on the terminal , depending
on the type of command entered.

The demonstration program contains a command line interpreter sub—
V program which input s alphanumeric characters from the terminal via the I/O

processor, determines which, if any , command has been entered, and then
passes control to the subprogram responsible for carrying out all the functions
asso~iated with that command. This subprogram In turn calls on other
subprograms in the demonstration program and on those jobs that make up the
computational software which are needed in order to execute its particular
command.
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The I/O processor is one of the more complex of the subprograms that
make up the demonstration program . it provides human—oriented interface
capabilities for the program by performing various formatting and code conver—
sion functions for both input and output. On input , the calli ng subprogram may
request that an actual binary numeric value be obtained from the terminal . In
this case , the I/O processor takes care of all the details involved in the process ,
including inputting individual characters from the terminal , performing various
input data error checks , detecting end—of—input , and finall y converting from
ASCII—decimal to binary . On output , the calling subprogram may supp ly a
number which is in either of two di~terent interna l formats and request that it
be output in eithe r decimal or hexadecimal form along with several parameters
indicating output format and actions to be taken for various contingencies.
These capabilities pro~I ide convenient system control and attractive , easily
read system output.

Computational Suf twar t —The third type of basic function performed by
the software shown in f igure  9 i~ I~~I a computational nature : that is , it is the
part that actuall y doe s the work  rather than provide system services or opera—
tor interface . Thus , the computational group of software is everything in the
software area except I r the operating systt ~m and the demonstration program.
This software with its associated h ardware  is the im plementation of the third
generation ATE c o m t F t ~ re fer r ”~’ t previously.

The general approach taken her e  to designing the software directly
app licable to third generation te hnique s is to divide all the coding associated
with a particular piece of h a r d w ar e  into two parts. One part , the hardware
dr iv er  program , sets up and controls the hardware and transfers data to or
from it as required. A second part . the function module , generates the data
output to the hardware or anal yzes the data input from the hardware by the
driver program . In either case , it is the function modules that actually imple-
ment the required algorithms and initiat e the numbe r crunching required in
order to finally provide the system ’s basic stimulus and measurement functions .
In addition to these programs , the re are a few others of a general support
nature (such as the average minimum/maximum and double precision/floating
point routines). The division between these programs was solidified by con-
figuring each of them as a separate job to run under the operating system .

Waveform Generator Routine—The stated philosophy governing the par—
tit ioning of software was followed with varying degrees of success. The soft —
ware dedicated to waveform generation was merged into a single job , called
simply the waveform generator driver , instead of dividing it into one job for
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waveform data generation and another for waveform generator hardware
control. As a result , a call to this one j ob results in the generation of the
desired waveform with its specified parameters by the waveform generator
hardware.

Signal Measurement Routines—The partitioning of software for signal
measurement functions went according to plan . A call to the signal measure-
ment function module (SMFM) causes a set of parameters to be passed to the
amplitude sampler driver. It in turn sets up the amplitude sampler with the
proper parameters , such as input impedance , sampling rate , etc., and then
starts the hardware operating. After the raw data has been collected, the
driver job returns control again to the SMFM job. It then proceeds to process
the raw data in order to produce final signal measurements, which are passed
back to the demonstration program. The demonstration program may then
output the resulting numerical values to the terminal with appropriat e annotat-
ing comment and labels , or it may use these values in calculations of its own
before anything is output. The latter occurs in the lab model when the system
is commanded to run gain tests on an audio amplifier circuit.

Frequency Measurement Routines—Because an extra step was included
in interfacing the frequency counter to the microprocessor , the software
associated with frequency measurement ended up as th ree separate jobs . This
extra interfacing step was the inclusion of an IEEE bus , Standard 488—1975.
The bus was provided in order to easily take advantage of IEEE bus-compatible
peripherals or devices in the future, If such inclusion were deemed desirable
at that time. In this hierachy of software, the frequency measurement function
module (FMFM) calls the frequency counter driver , which sets up the frequency
counter to take the measurement . In order to do this , however , the frequency
counter driver must send its commands over the IEEE bus . Thus , once it has
Its command words formatted for the frequency counter, it sends these corn-
mand words to the IEEE bus driver. The IEEE bus driver in turn communicates
over the IEEE bus interface which finally controls the frequency counter. Once
the measurement is taken, the data Is routed back over the same path to the
FMFM where it is code—converted and checked for validity before being finall y
sent on to the demonstration progr am . Any drivers for future IEEE bus-corn-
patible devices should be able to use the IEEE bus driver equally well.
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SYSTE M P E R F O R M A N C E

The TMDE lab model worked well. The hardware and software sub-
systems were successfully integrated into a smoothly functioning micropro-
cessor-based test system possessing a basic set of st imulus , measurement ,
and testing capabilities. Due to lim ited funding and priority on software
integration some individual operating discrepancies were not resolved , as
described in the following paragraphs. Such discrepancies did not , however ,
detract from achieving the basic goals of the contract.

The waveform generator hardware produced the software-determined
wav eforms over a frequency range of a million to one with good amplitude and
frequency resolution. At higher fr equency ranges the waveform fr equency
actually produced is less than th at requested by a fixed percentage and at the
very highest frequencies the FIFO memories, which hold and circul ate the
digital waveform data for D/A conversion , tend to drop bits at these extreme
data shifting rates. These discrepancies can easily be corrected with addition-
al effort including minor modifications and improved components.

The amplitude sam pler hardware functioned as planned under detailed
supervision of the computer . Measurement par ameters such as signal coupling ,
inpu t impedance , voltage range and sampling rates to 500 kHz were among those
variables put under softw are control. A nonlinear segment in the signal
measurement process could be improved with additional work on the front-end
c ircuitry ahead of the A/D converter . Also , in the same har dware , an ex—
cesr ive amount of high frequency digitally generated noise is currently present
on the input signal to the A/D converter. Shielding and signal routing improve-
ments would reduce this noise.

The operating system written for the microprocessor appeared to
function with no problems. It performed its processor multiplexing and job
communication functions flawlessly. All application softw are modules were
integrated with each other thro ugh the operating system w i th little or no
d ifficulty. There were some areas in the application software which generated
a considerable amount of overhead execution time through the frequent ,
repetitious use of operating system functions. This was especially true re—
gard ing usage of the job which performed floating point arithmetic for all other
softw are.

The application software worked well in providing the system wi th  most
of its functional capabilities . This is particularly significant for a system in
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which the har dware is basically “dumb” and the software provides the required
computational and decision-making capabilities. The demonstration program ,
which essentially interfaces the user with the rest of the system , provided a
meaningful, easily understood method of accessing and controlling the details
of system operation. Some delays were detectable between the issuance of a
command and Its completion, due to processing time requirements but none
were considered to be bothersome.

Lab Model Capabilities

Table 1 contains a concise listing of the specific capabilities of the
TMDE lab model’s capabilities.

Perform ance Demonstration

Appendix A is a copy of the TMDE Lab Model Demonstration Procedure.
It contains an explanation of the function and usage of each of the commands
accepted by the system and then shows examples of e~utput produced by the
system in response to the commands . The system indicates its readiness to
accept a command by outputting an asterisk on the CRT terminal screen.

The oper ator can then enter a command by typing in a two-letter
mnemonic code on the terminal keyboard. Hard copy output of the contents of
the term inal screen is made by a serial printer wh ich interfaces directly to the
CRT terminal. The system often asks the operator to pick one of several
possible numbered parameters by typing the number of the desired parameter.
If the operator hits the RETUR N key without typing any number , this will be
interpreted by the system as selecting the parameter numbered “zero . ” This
is why some of the examples in the demonstration procedure appear to contain
questions from the system th at are un answered by the operator: they were
answered with the non-printing RETUR N key. Additionally, the dc voltage
notations beside the RD (raw data) command examples list the voltages
measured from a laboratory voltage standard.
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TABLE 1

TMDE LAB M O D E L  CAPABILIT 1F .~

Stimulus Capabilities

1. Operator Control: Via 2-letter mnemonic commands entered through CRT
terminal keyboard.

2 . Waveforms Available: Sine , square , ramp , and dc level
3. Frequency Range : 2 Hz to 2 MHz
4 . Frequency Resolution : . 01~c (worst case)
5. Maximum Waveform Amplitude : 20 volts , peak-to—peak
6. Waveform Amplitude Resolution: 0. 1~ of quantization level
7. Waveform Quantizat ion:  8 bits (256 levels)
8. Maximum DC Offsct :  ±10 volts
9. DC Offset Resolution: 0. Oi

Measurement Capabilities

1. Operator Control: Via 2—letter mnemonic commands entered through CRT
terminal key board

2. Measurements Available : Unprocessed samples of signal, average dc
value , average ac value , ac maxi~~um and minimum , peak-to-peak
amp litude , frequency

3. Input Impedances: 30 , 600 , 100 K , and 1 M ohms
4. Analog-to-Digital Convir te r  Resolution: 12 bits , or 0.024’~ of full

range (3—1/2 digits)
5. Voltage Ranges: 0 .25 volts , 2 .5 volts , 25 volts , and 250 volts
6. Maximum Sample and Conversion Rate : 500 , 000/second
7. Maximum Number Consecutive Samples at 500 kHz: 127

Testing Capabilities

Presently programmed to automatically perform gain tests on an audio
amplifier. Operator can specify a frequency range over which the test is
made , and the frequency intervals in that range at which individual gain
measurements are taken. The operator sets minimum and maximum
allowable gains , and then asks for an output format that prints either all
frequencies and gains , only those which are out of tolerance , or a simple
pass/fail indication.
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CON C LUSIONS

The basic conclusions drawn from the r esults of the work performed on
this project are as follows :

a. Signal generation with fully programmable waveshape and frequency
(up to 2 MHz ) were achieved; frequencies up to about 10 MHz are pract ical
using the current techniques.

b. The basic amplitude sampler hardware design is adequate but
production units will require improved construction techniques to provide
sufficient signal isolation and noise suppression.

c. The frequency counter interfaced to the system by the lEE E-488
bus worked . This arrangement is more of a second generation ATE configura-
tion and was used to expedite the development of the lab model in place of
taking the time to integrate the frequency counter function into the amplitude
sampler. It also illustrated the potential of fourth generation architecture; that
is , of distributed processing.

d. The lab model stimulus measurement hardware worked and
demonstrated the feasibility of miniaturized ATE under microprocessor control. —

e. The operating system written for the PACE microprocessor worked
reliably. It provided a standardized environment for all application software
modules , thereby encouraging program modularity and reducing interfacing
difficulties. Its multitasking configur ation , when used in conjunction with
hardwar e interrupts , maximizes CPU utilization. Under some usage patterns ,
system overhead becomes relatively large.

f. The application software written for the PACE microprocessor
worked well. By providing a moderate amount of both general purpose and
specialized test capability in an interactive format , it further validated the
concept of a small , microprocessor-based ATE system.

g. The software written for the lab model is contained in 12 K of
16—bit words of semiconductor RAM memory. This demonstrated that there is
no particular problem in usi~g relatively large amounts of memory with a
microprocessor for a complex application , especially when the microprocessor
is a 16—bit machine with minicomputer architecture , as is PACE .
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In summary , this project demonstrated that the implementation of a
ph ysically small , automated TMDE system capable of being quickly adapted
to perform analog as well as digital tests on different equipments in the field
is highly practical and can be achieved using high density semiconductor
memories and hig h performance microprocessors . 7

I
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RE COM ME NDAT IONS

The results from this limited development effort indicate that the
objectives and techniques investigated hav e great potential for solving many of —

the Army ’s current and future maintenanc e problems. The next step in ex-
ploiting this potential into an operational capability is to pac kage the techn~logy
developed on this project into an integrated , portable brassboar d model that
can be demonstrated to potential users. Positive user acceptance would j ust i fy
the funding of a pre-production prototype system .

The progr am to build a brassbo ard model of a CAR TE (Contact and
Repair Test Equipment) system based on microprocessor technology and using
third generation ATE concepts can be accompl ished by bu ild ing on the ground-
work provided by this project. The microprocessor feasibility has been
demonstrated; follow-on effort should concentrate on upgrading the system ’s
overall technical quality and capability to ensure a fair assessment by potential
users. Accomplishing this will require significantly greater amounts of funding
for additional work on both software and har dware than were available for this
initial exploratory program.

Several areas of hardware will hav e to be further developed. Micro-
processor and memory cards will have to be designed to take the place of the
m icroprocessor development system currently used to perform these functions .
An optimum density circuit card construction technique will have to be selected .
Evaluations must be made of the system from a thermal engineering standpoint .
The problem of high frequency noise suppression in the analog sampling circuits
will require resolution in order to obtain good measurement accuracy from the
system. The use of improved pack aging techniques should minimize the serious-
ness of noise problems .

The optical isolators used in the amplitude sampler need to be replaced
with currently available devices that can operate up to 10 MHz. A high speed
(10 MHz) A/D converter can be used with the existing sample—and—hold circuit
in the amplitude sampler to reduce the droop error caused by using the current
500 kHz A/D converter . The shift registers in the waveform generator should
be replaced with ECL RAM ’s to eliminate the current propagation errors that
are peculiar to the synthesizer shift register design . All circuits in the
synthesizer section should be converted to ECL devices to eliminate the current
problem of slow speed logic level converters to and from the TTL circuits . The
waveform generator output analog offset and attenuator circuits should be
modified to expand their dynamic range of operation. The frequency counter
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and its remote interface to the IEEE bus should be replaced with a counter
containing its own internal IEEE STD—488 interface.

The software now used in the TMDE lab model contains inefficient and
limited capabilities due to limited funds. The following lists specific examples
that should be improved upon :

a. The double precision integer arithmetic module as current ly
written is inefficient in terms of execution time. Parts of it are dup licated
several places elsewhere in the software . These dup lications should be
eliminated and the module code tightened up.

b . The CRT driver program and the I/O switch program need to be
rewritten to permit faster I/O transfers to take place.

c. The floating point arithmetic module is currently configured as a
system job. It should be rewritten as a directl y callable re—entrant sub-
routine in order to avoid the overhead generated by frequent , repetitious system
calls.

d. The cassette driver and file handler need additional work to make
them more flexible and general purpose. Interfaces to the file handler should
be added to the i/O processor module , which is part of the demonstration
program .

e. The I/O processor module should be removed from the demonstra-
tion program and made part of the operating system so its resources will be
available to all future software.

f . Totally new software modules will have to be written for the system .
A square root subroutine should be added in order to provide true RMS mea-
surement capability. A Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) capability will be
needed to provide frequency—related measurements . These and other additions
to the software will be required to make it compatible with the levels of
performance intended for the brassboard model.

The addition of an FFT capabilit y to the TMDE lab model will great ly
enlarge the scope of the lab model’s measurement capabilities. It will  provide
a means to perform measurements of harmonic distortion and S/N ratios , and
to implement selective RF voltmeter capabilities . Measurements of this type
are limited to signals under 250 kHz using the present A/D converter. Faster
converters exist , but they rap idl y increase in size and/or cost as their
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conversion rate increases. In rder to provide measurement capabilities of the
samp le measure type up to 100 MHz , newer t cchn ol gies which are now eLnerg—
ing will  have to be applied to this part of the ~y st e m .

The lab model currently has the potential capability to generat e any
type of waveform at frequencies into the low megahertz region. Signal
generation above this frequency range is usually limited in application to
communication system testing and requires only a few basic waveforms , such
as sine waves and square \v~ives. It is possible to produce these waveforms
into the 100 MHz region with good frequency resolution and fast frequency
slew ing by going to direct generation techniques instead of the waveforms
synthesis technique currently used in the TMDE lab model. It is also practical
to provide both AM and FM modulation in this frequency range. Accomplishing
these goals will require some specialized hardware apart from the general
purpose , waveform synthesis generation hardware. It should be practical ,
however , to mak e this hardware miniaturized and computer controlled so that
it fits into the current philosophy of CARTE systems.

The hardware and software should both he developed into a near final
form as they might be used in a production unit . The brassboard model should
incorporate the concept of providing a basic hardware mainfram e into which is
plugged the minimum set of standard modular hardwar e resources required for
a given maintenance task. F igure 10 is an artist’s concept of one possible
implem entation of a CARTE system intended for general applications . Different
types and sizes of m ainframes could be utilized and yet retain compatibility
by virtue of the fac t that they all accept the same standar d , modular hardware
stimulus and measurement components . This would be mad e possible by the
use of a standard bus in all mainframes into which the modules are plugged. A
bus and packaging standard currently exists which exhibits the characteristics
needed by a flexible , high performance instrumentation system operating under
computer control. This is the CAMAC (Computer Automated Measurement
and Control) System , which was developed in the process control and nuclear
instrumentat ion industries and has been adopted as a standard (583) by the IEEE .
At the present t ime the CAMAC mechnical packaging standar d appears to be
suitable for a brassboar d model for cost saving. The use of the CAI~1AC
electrical bus is dependent on a tradeoff between what would be saved by using
commercially available CAMAC modules (now of second generation ATE type)
along with mod ifying sections of the lab model software to use these modules
versus adapting t1 e current electrical designs as C A M A C  modules for CARTE
and continuing to use the microprocessor I/O bus. At the present time the
latter plan appears to be a better way of going, using only the CAMAC phy sical
design for packaging.
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APPEND IX A

TMDE LAB MODEL DEMONSTRATiO N PROCEDURE

L
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This procedur e is designed to demonstrate capabilities available on the
current version of the TMDE lab model. These capabilities are made available
through two—letter mnemonic commands typed in at the terminal . The pro-
cedure will be oriented around these commands . The following procedure is to
be followed after all equipment has been powered up and initialized and all pro-
grams have been loaded.

(1) ST: Permits the operator to set up one of four stimulus wave-
¶orms and their associated par ameters.

(2) ON: Crises the waveform generator to ac tu ally generate the
waveform set up by the previous ST command .

(3) OF: Turns off the waveform p~enerator.

Procedure: Connect 1he output of the waveform generator to a scope.
Type ST and RETURN. Select any waveform except DC LEVEL and all para-
meters asked for. Now type ON and RE TURN , and observe that the waveform
appears . Type OF and RE TURN and observe that the waveform disappears.
Type ON and then select other waveforms and parametors with the ST command.

*ST
WAVEFORM = (0)SINE.~ 

(1)SQURRE.. (2)RAt’IP.. OR (~)PC LEVEL ? 0FREQ (HZ) = 1000
AMPLITUDE (P-P MV) = ~000DC OFFSET (MV) = 1000
OUTPUT OHMS = (0) 50 OR (1)600? 0

*ON
*OF

*ON
*ST -

WAVEFORM = (0)SiNE.~ (1)SQUARE.. (2)RANP .. OR (3)DC LEVEL ? I
FREQ (HZ) = 5000
AMPL ITUDE (P—P MV) = 4000
DC OFFSET (MV) = -2800
OUTPUT OHMS = (0)50 OR (1)600? 1
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(4) TR: Causes the system to use the frequency counter to perform a
frequency measurement of the inpu t signal every time it
samples the signal so it can determine the correct sampling
rate.

(5) FX: Allows the operator to input a frequency which the system
will assume, for sampling rate purposes , to be the input
signal frequency.

(6) FR: Causes the system to output to the terminal the frequency it
is using for sampling r ate determination. It will print (TR)
or (FX) after the frequency to indicate the source of the
frequency.

Procedur e: Connect an AC signal source to the amplitude sampler ,
which should be daisy chained to the frequency counter. Type TR and RE TURN.
Then type FR and observe the output. Type FX and input some different fre-
quency through the keyboard. Then type FR and observe the output.

* TR
*FR
FREQ 5001 HZ (TR )

*F•X
FREQ (HZ ) = 5080

FREQ 5000 HZ (FX)
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(7) LD: Allows the operator to select the input impedance of the
amplitude sampler so as to present various loads to the UUT.
The default value after system initialization is 1 megohm .

Procedure: Type LD and select the desired load.

*LD
LOADING (OHMS) (0) iN.. (I)  50.. (2) 600, OR (3) 100K? 0

- 

- 
LOADING (OHMS) a (0) IN.. (1) 50.. (2) 600 , - OR (3) 100K? 1

LOADING (OHMS) = (0) iN. (1) 50.. (2) 600, OR (3) 100K? 2

*LD
LOADING (OHMS) = (0) iN.. Ci) 50.. (2) 600, OR (3) 100K? 3

(8) RD: Causes the system to display raw data. That is, it outputs
to the terminal the actual values of voltage for each sample
it takes of the input signal .

Procedure: Input a known DC voltage to the amplitude sampler and type
RD. Then select: (A) output to terminal , (B) fixed sample intervals , and (C)
the desired number of samples (max number = 120). Observe the resulting
output to the terminal . Now input a ramp to the amplitude sampler and repeat
the procedure.

- 
-

TO (0) TERMINAL OR (1) TAPE?
USE (0)FIXED OR (I)RANDON SAMPLE INTERVALS?
NO. SPNPLES = 8 -

FREQ = 20 VOLTS DC INPU T
1 19870 MV
2 19990 Pl Y
3 20000 MV
4 19710 PlY

‘5. 5 19500 MV
6 19480 tIV
7 19780 NV
8 20070 PlY
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~PD
- TO (O)TEPPIINAL OR (1)TAPE?

U~~ (11)FI XLD OR 1)RANDOPI SAMPLE INTER VALS?
NO. SAMPLES ~

- S
FREO 10 VOLTS DC INPUT

1 10090 (IV
2 9800 PlY
3 9890 flY
4 9870 PlY
5 9910 t1V
6 10040 liv
7 9990 (IV
8 9720 MV

*

TO (0) TERMINAL OR (1.) TAPE?
USE (O.>FIXED OR (1 .)RANDOM SAMPLE INTERVALS?
NO. SAMPLES = S
FREt? = 5 VOLTS DC INPUT

1 5260 PlY
2 5050 PlY
3 5120 MV
4 5600 PIV
5 5590 PlY
6 5290 MV
7 S4SO MV
8 5660 PlY

*
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*RD
TO C0)TERP1INAL OR (1)TAPE?
USE (0) FIXED OR (1) RANDOPI SAMPLE INTERVALS?
NO. SAMPLES = 8
FREt? = 2 VOLTS DC INPUT

I 1872 NY
2 1750 MV
3 1829 NV
4 1809 MY
5 j 333 MV
6 1773 MV
7 1824 P1V
8 1790 P1Y

*

‘~RD
TO (O)TERIIINAL OR (1)TAPE?
ucE (0) FIXE D OR (I) RANDO1I SAMPLE INTER VALS?
NO. SAP1PLES = S
FREt? = 1.OVOLTS DC INPUT

3 916 PlY
4 64~ NV
5 903 P1V
6 909 MV
7 905 NV
8 845 MY

*
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TO (Ø ) TERMINAL OR Ci) TAPE?
USE (0) FIXEL~ OR C1) RANDOP1 SAMPLE INTER VALS?
NO. SAMPLES = S
FREQ = 0 . 5 V~LTS DC INPUT

1 408 NY
2 364 PlY
3 437 MV
4 417 MV
5 41.9 MV
6 4IO MY

F 7 SIO MY
8 427 MV

*

TO (9)TERIIINRL OR (1)TAPE ?
USE (0)FIXED OR (1)RANDOM SAMPLE INTERVALS?
NO. SAMPLES = 9
FREQ 0.2 VOLTS DC INPUT

I 203 t1V
2 205 PlY
3 203 P1V
4 205 MV
5 204 MV
6 206 MV
7 202 NY
9 2OS PIY

1 * -
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TO fl~ TER(IINAL OR (1) TAPE ?
LISE CO FIXED OR (1 .)RRNDOPI SAMPLE INTER VALS?
v u SP!’IPLES = S
PPEO 0. 1 VOLTS DC tNPUT

I 103 N%’
2 iC ’S PlY
3 103 NV
4 105 MV
5 102 MV
6 t03 PlY
7 I04 t1Y
S IO4 P1Y

*

TO (0) TERMINAL OR Ci.’ TAPE?
USE (O FIXED OR (i) PANDOP1 SAMPL E INTER VALS?
NO. SAMPLES = .9
FREt? = 

-. +0. 0 VOLTS DC INPUT
I Y P1Y
2 2 P1V
3 4 P1V4 5 M V
5 - 6 PI V
6 4 (lv ’
7 3 M ~’S I M Y

*
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RD
TO (0.) TERM INAL OR Ci) TAPE?
USE (0)FIXED OR (1)RRNDOM SAMPLE INTER VALS?
NO. SAMPLES = S
FREt? = -0.O VOLTSDC INPUT

I —5P 1V
2 -4 P1V
3 -5 MV
4 —4 PIV
5 -4 t1%’
6 —4 PIV
7 -E MY
8 -S PIY

*

*RD
TO C0) TERMINRL OR (1) TAPE’
USE (0) FIXED OR (I ) RANDOM SAMPLE INTERVALS?
NO. SAMPLES 8
FREt? = -0. 1 VOLTS DC INPUT

I —IO7 MV
2 —106 PlY
3 -108 MV
4 —107 MY
5 -109 NV
6 -110 (IV
7 —110 MV
9 -107 PlY

*
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TO (0)TERP1INRL OR- (1)TAPE?
USE (0) FI ~ EE~ OR Ci )RANDOP1 SAMPL E INTER VALS?
P/U. SAMPLES = 8
FRE t? = -0. 2 VOLTS DC INPUT

1 —20 7 MV
2 —208 P1%-
3 —207 Pl~ 

-

4 —208 PlY
5 -207 MV
6 —211 PlY
7 -209 MV
8 —208 (‘IV

*

TO C0)TERP1INAL OR Ci)TRPE?
USE C0) F IXED OR C-.L) RRND OPI SAMPLE INTER VALS?
NO. SAMP LES 8
FREQ = 

~~~~. 5 VOLTS DC D.PUT -
I -432
2 —499 PlY
3 — 4.~5 (‘7 %/
4 —427 PlY
5 —465 P1%’
6 —4 52 PlY
7 -467 MV
8 -412 (‘IV

*
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*RD
TO (0) TERITINRL OR (1) TAPE ?
USE (0) FIXED OR (1) RRNDOM SAP1PLE INTERVALS?
NO. SAP1PL ES = 8
FREt? = -1.0 VOLTS DC INPUT

1 —9 4 3  MV
2 -989 MV
3 -992 PlY
4 —954 MV
5 —939 (‘IV
6 -1016 MV
7 -1009 (‘IV
8 —914 MV

*

TO (0) TEP( ’1INAL OR U.) TAPE?
USE OR WRAP/DON SAMPL E INTER VALS-,
NO. SAMPLES = 8
FREt? = - -2.0 VOLTS DC INPUT

1 —1972 PlY
2 -1.844 PlY
3 — 1346 P1%’
4 —1926 PlY .
5 -1377 MV
6 -1896 (‘IV
7 -1332 NV
8 -1951 PlY

*
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TO (0) TERP1INRL OR C1.) TAPE?
USE (0.) FIXED OR U ) RAND OM SAMPL E INTER VALS?
NO. SAMPLES = S
FREt? = -5.0 VOLTS DC INPUT

1 -5670 MV
2 —5820 MV
3 -5550 (IV
4 —5630 PlY
5 -5380 MV
6 -5490 (‘IV
7 -5920 (‘IV
8 -5610 PlY —

*

*Rf)
TO (0) TERMINAL OR (i .) TAPE?
USE (0) FIX ED OR C1) RANDOM SAMPLE INTERVALS?
NO. SAMPLES = S - 

-

FREt? = -10.0 VOLTS DC INPUT

2 -10090 PlY
3 —9990 PlY
4 —10110 PlY
5 -10020 MV
6 -10270 PlY.
7 -10290 P1%’
8 -10090 MV

*
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- TO (0) TER!I INRL OR C1.) TAPE?
USE (O~FIX ED OR (1.) RANDOM SAMPLE INTER VALS?
NO. SAMPL ES = S

-
~ FREO = -2 .OVOL T S DC INPUT

i -19970 PlY
2 -20790 MV

* 3 -20390 n V
-
t 4 —20110 MV

1 5 —19990 PlY
6 -19790 (‘IV
7 —20190 MV
9 -20230 PlY

*
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TO (0) TERMINAL OR (1) TAPE?
LISE (0) F IXE D OR C1.) RANDON SAMPLE INTER VALS?
NO. SAMPLES = 32
FREt? = 1000 HZ (EX) RAMP , 5 VOLTS P TO P

1 1549 MV NO OFFSE T
2 2077 MV
3 1715 MV
4 1146 (‘IV
5 611 MV
6 47 (’IV• 7 -501 NV
8 -1069 (‘IV
9 -1634 t’l%’

1.0 -2177 PlY
1.1 —1680 MV
12 —1141. (‘tV
13 _ 57Q (‘I V
14 —6 (‘IV15 538 (’1V
16 1104 PlY
1.7 1667 PlY
18

17 1667 MV
18 2066 MV
19 1573 MV
20 1048 MV
21 479 NY
22 -62 PlY
23 -626 (IV
24 -1202 (‘IV
25 —1 717 (‘IV
26 -2117 MV
27 . -1629 MV
28 -1070 PlY
29 -529 MV
30 72 PlY

579 ?qY
1119 MV
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*PD
TO 0) TERM INAL OR ~‘ i)  TAPE?
USE (0) F I .~ED OR (1.)RANDOP1 SAMPLE INTER VALS?
NO. SAMPLES = 32
FPEO = - 1000 HZ (FX) SINE WAVE

1 2126 PlY 5 VOLT$ P-P
2 1868 MV NO OFFSET
3 1297 (‘l v
4 56€3 MV
5 -255 P1Y
6 -1987 MV
7 —1 7’4 PlY
8 —‘14’ MV
9 —21 74 PlY

10 -1985 MV
ii —1306 PlY
12 -495 MV
13 724 PlY
14 1135 MV
15 1765 PlY• 16 2097 MV
17 - 2105 P1V
16 1771 PlY

19 1184 (‘IV
20 388 MV
21 -450 MV
22 —1 24~ NV

—184’ M%’
24 —21 71 -PlY
25 -‘147 MV
26 —1771 PlY
27 -1149 I’IV

r 26 344 PlY
29 - 447 MV
70 1202 PlY
71 1794 MV
32 2Q6~ P1%’ -
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(9) DC: Samples the signal DC coupled and outputs the average DC
value of the signal .

(10) AC: Samples the signal AC coupled and outputs the AC waveform ’s
peak-to-peak value , its average amplitude , and its maximum
and minimum values.

(11) ME: Makes a complete measurement . It takes all the measure-
ments and outputs all the results of both “DC” and “AC .”

Procedure: Set up the waveform generator to output a sine wav e with
some DC offset using the ST command . Route this signal to the input of the
amplitud e sampler. Type DC and observe the output. Type AC and observe
the output. Type ME and observe the combined output types .

*5T - 
-

HA VEFORPI = (0)SINE ~ (i)SQURRE , (2)RAP1P.. OR C7)DC LEVEL ? 0
— FREt? (HZ ) = 1000

AP1PL I WOE (P-P PlY) = 5000
DC OFFSET (MV) = 1900
OUTPLIT OHMS = (0)50 OR (1)600? 0

*DC
DC = 750 (‘1%’
FREt? 

- 
1000 HZ (EX)

*AC
P-P = 4360 I’lV
AVG = 1370 (‘1%’
AC MAX = 2159 PlY
AC P u N  = -2200 MV
FREQ 1000 HZ (FX)

*

DC = 760 MV
¼ P-_ P = 4~ 74 MV

AVG = 1378 PlY
AC (‘lAX 2170 MV
~C l ’I IN ’= -2204 MV
FREt? 1000 HZ (FX)
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(12) Ti: This command enables an amplifier circuit to be tested for
frequency response over a single continuous frequency band.
It gives the user , once he has set up the test , the ability to
quickly repeat the test. The operator also has the option ,
between each test , to alter the test parameters, the printout
format , or both . Regardless of printout format , the operator
always gets a pass/fail indication at the end of the test .

Procedur e: Connect the waveform generator to the amplifier input , and
the amplifier output to the amplitude sampler. Apply power to the amplifier.
Stimulate the amplifier with a 50 ohm , 1000 Hz, 500 MV sine wave using the
ST command and adjust the gain of the amplifier so its output is 5000 MV ,
giving an unloaded gain of 10. Now type Ti and supply all par ameters.
Spec ific ally, the amplitude should be 500 MV , generator output impedance
should be 50 ohms , load ing should be 1 megohm , UUT input impedance should
be 1 megohm , and its output impedance should be 10 ohms. Start the frequency
sweep at 50 Hz , use a frequency increment of 1000 Hz , and use a stop fre-
quency of 16000 Hz. Use appropriate minimum and maximum gains , such as
8 and 12, respectively, to provide a range of acceptable values around the
nominal gain of 10. Ask for all results to be printed. Repeat the test with
different parameters and output formats.

* TI
ENTER/CHANGE TEST SETLIP (0) NO OP (1) YES = 1
EN TER NEW TES T PARAMETERS <0) NO OR (1) ’T’ES = 1
At-IF’L I TL’DE (P-P IIY) = 500 -

DC OFFSE T (PlY) = 0
OL! TPLI T OHMS = (0)50 OR (1) 600? 0
LOADING (OHMS) = (0)  iN.. (1) 50.. (2) 600.. OR (7) lOOK? 0
‘AlT INPUT IMPEDANCE (OHMS) = 1000000
‘AlT OLI TPUT IMPEDANCE ( OHP1S) = 10
STAR T FREt? (HZ ) = 10 -

INCREMEN T (HZ.) = 1000
STOP FREt? (HZ) 16000
f -t IN GAIN = 6
~1A~ GAIN 10
PRINT ALL FREt? ~ GAINS ? (0) NO OR (i) YES 1
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BEGIN TEST
FREt? GRIN

10 1. FAILED LOW
1010 8 -
2010 8 -

• 3010 6
4010 8-
5010 7 •

• 6010 7
7010 6
8010 6
9010 6
10010 5 FAILED LOW
1101 0 5 FAILED L Ob!
12010 5 FAILED LOW
13010 4 FAILED LOU
14010 4 FAILED LOW
15010 4 FAILED LOU

UNI T FRIL.ED
END TEST

‘I.
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RUN TEST AGAIN? (OWES OR (1) NO
EN TER/CHANGE TES T SETUP (0) NO OR (1) YES = 1
ENTER NEW TEST PARAMETERS C0) N O OR (i) VES = I
AP1PL I TLIDE (P—P MV) = 500
DC OFFSE T (( ‘IV.) = 0
OUTPUT OHMS = (0)50 OR (1)600? 0
LOADING (OHMS) = (0) iN.. - (1) 50~ (2) 600.. OR (3) 100K? 0
‘JUT INPLI T IMPEDANCE (OHMS) = 1000000
‘JUT OL1TPUT IMPEDANCE (OHMS ) = 10
START FREt? (HZ ) = 10
INCREMEN T - (HZ) = 100

STOP FREt? (HZ ) = 1000
P u N  GA i N 6
f-lAX GAIN = 10
PRINT ALL FREt? ~ GAINS ? (0) NO OR (1) YES = 1

BEGIN TEST
FREt? GRIN

10 1 FAILED LOb!
h O  8
210 8
310 8 -

- -410 8 -

510 8
610 6
710 8 -

810 8
910 .9

5-. LINI T FAILED
END TEST

RUN TES T AGAIN? (0.” YES OR (1) NO

59
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API PL I TUDE (P-P MV? 500
DC OFFSE T (P1%’) 0
OUTPU T OHMS = (0) 50 OR (1) 600? 0
LOADING (OHMS ) = (0) i Pi.. (j ) 50.. (2) 600.. OR (

~
) hOOK? 0

UUT INPUT IMPEDANCE (OH/IS) = 1000000
UUT OLITPUT IMPEDANCE (OHMS) = 10
STAR T FREt? (HZ ) = 10 -

I INCREMENT (HZ ) = 10
- STOP FREt? (HZ.) = 110

MIN GAIN E 
-

-- MAX GRIN = IC?
PRINT ALL FREt? ~ GAINS? (0) NO OR (1) YES = 1

BEGIN TEST
FREt? GRIN

10 1 FAILED LOW
- 20 2 FAILED LOW

30 - 4 FAILED LOb!
48 5 FAILED LOW

50 6
6t~ - 6
70 7
60 7
90 7

100 7
110 7 -

UNI T FAILED
END TEST

(13) QU: This causes the demonstration program to quit execution.

Procedure: Type Q!J. 1-lit the EXEC key on the special function key-
board to resum e execution.

60
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